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Abstract
Rening a specication means replacing a part of it through a more elaborated one. It is
evident how to do this when dealing with ordinary relations: here simply the composition
operator is used. We show that the composition operator can also be put to good use when
rening a probabilistic relation. In this paper we propose a denition for the renement of
these relations, and we give two representation theorems: the rst relates renements to mem-
oryless probabilistic relations on an innite product through projection and disintegration.
The second one investigates the relation between innite trees and the renement operation
by showing that each tree can be generated through probabilistic renement, provided a
compactness assumption holds.
Key words: Probabilistic relations, relational specications, renement, compositionality,
concurrency, trees.
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1 Introduction
Probabilistic relations are the stochastic counterparts to set-based relations. A probabilistic
relation is a transition kernel between two measurable spaces, combining measurable maps
with subprobability measures (a formal denition is given in Sect. 2).
These kernels are constructed as the probabilistic analogues to set-theoretic relations (see
[Pan98, AaPP98] or [Dob01a]). This analogy ows from two sources. First and informally, set-
theoretic relations may be used for non-deterministic processes, so that fyjhx; yi 2 Rg yields
the set of all possible results of computation R after input x. Many applications, however,
assign probabilities to possible outcomes (because some events are more likely than others),
and this leads to the notion of a transition probability which gives us the probabilityK(x)(B)
that upon input x the output will be an element of set B. The output of single elements is
usually not considered when taking larger spaces like the real numbers into account, where
single elements do not carry an individual weight. This intuitive reasoning is supported
formally, as e.g. [Pan98] points out: the power set functor forms a monad in the category of
sets and has relations as the Kleisli construction; the functor assigning each measurable space
its probability measures forms also a monad and has Markov kernels as its Kleisli construction,
see [Gir81]. In this way a categorical underpinning of the intuitive reasoning is provided.
The concepts of interactions may be represented through a general form of game sematics by
constructing a compact closed category G(C) over a traced mondial categroy C; Abramsky
illustrates this construction through several examples, among others using the category of
measurable spaces with probabilistic relations as morphisms [Abr96, x 4.3]. The objects of
C are embedded into G(C) as boxes which suggest themselves for renement, replacing boxes
through a system of smaller one.
Renement is an eective technique for the development of programs [GJM91, 4.2.6]. It
works iteratively by decomposing a problem into subproblems, and by linking their solution
to the solution of the entire problem. In this way the solution space evolves when partial
solutions are expanded, so that in each step a closer approximation to the problem's solution
is obtained. This paper discusses renements from the point of view of probabilistic relations:
if a process is specied through such a relation, rening an approximate solution means to
replace a state that has been reached by some other states that better describe the intended
solution. In this way the probabilistic relation describing the entire specication evolves, and
the whole process may be pursued by looking at the corresponding sequence of probabilistic
relations.
To be specic, suppose that the probabilistic relation K is rened through another relation
L, then the resulting relation would be
R
L(y)(B) K(x)(dy); indicating that upon input x the
resulting state will be in set B when the initial probability is furnished by K, and L serves
to describe the probabilities to end up in B via an intermediate state the weight of which
depends on K(x).
It is this renement operation that we study, and it is well to be distinguished from the
renement discussed e.g. in [MMS96, Def. 2.3] in which is a renement order on the space
of all subprobability measures on the discrete space of states is considered.
This paper is organized as follows: we collect some preliminaries in Sect. 2 for the reader's
convenience, Sect. 3 denes the renement operation, illustrates the concept by showing
how to do partial renements, and by relating bisimilarity to renements; this section gives
also a representation through Markov relations on innite products. Sect. 4 investigates the
relationship of renements and innite trees and shows under what conditions a tree may be
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represented through a sequence of renements. Conclusions and indications for further work
are given in 5.
2 Preliminaries
Denote for a set S by S

as usual the free semigroup on S with  as the empty word; S
1
is
the set of all innite sequences based on S. If v 2 S

, w 2 S

[ S
1
, then v  w i v is an
initial piece of w, in particular jk   for all  2 S
1
; k 2 N, where (s
n
)
n2N
jk := s
0
: : : s
k
is
the prex of (s
n
)
n2N
of length k + 1.
A tree T on S is a subset of S

which is closed under the prex operation, thus w 2 T and
v  w together imply v 2 T . The body [T ] of T [Sri98] is the set of all sequences on S each
nite prex is in T , thus
[T ] := f 2 S
1
j8k 2 N : jk 2 Tg:
Apparently a nite tree like a binary search tree or a heap has an empty body.
Denote for a measurable space X by S (X) the set of a subprobability measures on (the
-algebra of) X with the set P (X) of all probability measures as a subset. We usually
omit mentioning the -algebra underlying a measurable space and talk about its members as
measurable subsets, or as Borel subsets, if X is a metric space, see below. S (X) is endowed
with the    -algebra, i.e. the smallest -algebra that makes for each measurable subset A
of X the evaluation map  7! (A) measurable.
Dene for the measurable map f : X ! Y and for  2 S (X) the image of  under f by
S (f) ()(B) := (f
 1
[B]); then S (f) ()2 S (Y ). P (f) is dened through exactly the same
expression, having P (X) and P (Y ) as domain, and as range, resp. It is easily established
that S (f) : S (X)! S (Y ) is measurable. A probabilistic relation K : X  Y between X and
Y [AaPP98, Pan98, Dob01a, Dob01b] is a measurable map K : X ! S (Y ), consequently it
has these properties:
1. for all x 2 X, K(x) is a subprobability measure on Y ,
2. for all B  Y which are measurable, x 7! K(x)(B) is a measurable map on X, where
measurability of real functions always refers to the Borel sets in R.
If each x 2 X sends K(x) to P (Y ), then K is called a Markov relation or a transition proba-
bility. When probabilistic relations are used to model computations, Markov relations model
terminating computations (so that for a non-Markovian relationK the dierence 1  K(x)(Y )
may be interpreted as the amount of nontermination on input x, since this is the probability
for \no state at all" [MMS96]).
Probabilistic relations may be composed similar to set theoretic ones: let K : X  Y and
L : Y  Z be probabilistic relations, then dene for x 2 X and the measurable subset C  Z
the (ordinary) product of K and L by
(KL)(x)(C) :=
Z
Y
L(y)(C) K(x)(dy);
thus KL : X  Z. If  2 S (X) ;K : X  Y , dene for the measurable subset A  X  Y
(
K)(A) :=
Z
X
K(x)(A
x
) (dx)
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with A
x
:= fy 2 Y jhx; yi 2 Ag. Consequently, 
K 2 S (X  Y ).
A Polish space X is a completely metrizable separable topological space; as usual, we take
the Borel sets as the -algebra on a Polish space. If X is Polish, so are [Sri98, Par67]
 S (X) under the topology of weak convergence; the    -algebra coincides with the
Borel sets,
 X

under the topological sum of (X
n
)
n2N
,
 X
1
under the topological product; the Borel sets are the -algebra generated by sets of
the form
Q
n2N
A
n
, where all A
n
 X are Borel sets, and all but a nite number equal
X.
Assume that X carries a measurable structure, and that Y is a Polish space. A relation
R  X  Y induces a set-valued map (and again denoted by R) upon setting
R(x) := fy 2 Y jhx; yi 2 Rg:
If R(x) always takes closed and non-empty values, and if the weak inverse
(9R)(G) := fx 2 XjR(x) \G 6= ;g
is a measurable set, whenever G  Y is open, then R is called a measurable relation on X.
Since Y is Polish, R is a measurable relation i the strong inverse
(8R)(F ) := fx 2 XjF (x)  Fg
is measurable, whenever F  Y is closed [Him75, Theorem 3.5]. It is well known that a
measurable relation R constitutes a measurable subset of X  Y .
Fix for the rest of the paper X as a Polish space.
3 The Renement
Denition 1 Let K;L : X  X be probabilistic relations on X, then KL is the renement
of K by L.
How this construction works is demonstrated best in the discrete case. Suppose X is count-
able, and K and L are given through stochastic matrices (p
x;y
)
x;y2X
, and (q
x;y
)
x;y2X
, hence
p
x;y
is the probability that K produces y on input x, and q
y;z
is similarly the probability
that L produces z upon input y. Suppose that at a certain time of system specication the
specier arrived at K as the system specication. If state y is to be rened in a subsequent
step, we need to replace y by a member from the set fzjz 2 I
y
g of rening states, and we
need to replace the transition x
p
x;y
 ! y from x to y by the combined transition x
p
x;y
 ! y
q
y;z
 ! z
for a transition from x to z via y. Combining K and L yields evidently
P
y2Y
p
x;y
 q
y;z
as
the probability that the combined system produces z upon input x.
Thus if K(x)(A) is the probability that a transition from x will lead into the measurable
set A, and rening each y 2 A by L(y) (so that L(y)(B) is the probability for a transition
from y to end up in B), then the transition from x to a set A for the rened relation will be
R
L(y)(A) K(x)(dy); which equals (KL)(x)(Y ):
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Just to illustrate the concept, suppose that we want to rene only part of the system: we are
given a probabilistic relation K on X, and a measurable subset W , outside which the rened
system is not supposed to change. If x 2W , however, we are to use the probabilistic relation
L. Put
L
W
(y) :=
(
L(y); y 2W

y
; y =2W
(with  as the Dirac kernel), then apparently
(KL
W
)(x)(A) =
Z
W
L(y)(A) K(x)(dy) +K(x)(X nW ):
Thus changes are localized to W . In particular it is possible building up specication hierar-
chies through a decreasing sequence
X =W
1
W
2
 : : :W
n 1
W
n
= ;:
To illustrate further, consider bisimilarity: the probabilistic relations K
1
and K
2
on X are
called bisimilar i there exists a measurable subset A  X
2
and a probabilistic relation
T : A X
2
such that we have for every x 2 A
K
i
(
i
(x)) = S (
i
) ( T(x))
(
i
is the i
th
projection, i = 1 ;2). This is abbreviated by K
1

hA;T i
K
2
, and T : A X
1
X
2
is called the mediating relation. From [Dob01b, Prop. 12] it is seen that the renement
operation maintains bisimilarity, provided termination is not aected. This yields:
Proposition 1 Let K
1
;K
2
; L
1
; L
2
be probabilistic relations on X, and assume that both
K
1

hA;T i
K
2
and L
1

hB;Si
L
2
holds. Then
K
1
L
1

hA;(TS)i
K
2
L
2
holds, provided T : A B is a Markov relation. 
Thus the computation associated with the mediating relation for K
1
;K
2
must terminate and
produce a transition to an element of the domain for the mediating relation for L
1
; L
2
with
probability 1; under this condition bisimilarity is maintained.
We consider now iterated renements, and want to nd a representation for those relations
that are iterated ones. For this purpose we x a sequence (K
n
)
n2N
of probabilistic relations
K
n
on X. Dene a sequence (V
n
)
n2N
of probabilistic relations V
n
on X inductively upon
setting
V
n
:=
(
K
0
; n = 0
V
n 1
K
n
; n > 0
Then V
n
reects the renement's state after the n
th
step.
The goal is then the characterization of those sequences of probabilistic relations that are the
result of a renement process in the following sense: given (V
n
)
n0
with V
n
: X  X, under
which conditions can we nd a sequence (K
n
)
n0
of probabilistic relations such that
V
n
= V
n 1
K
n
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holds for all n 2 N? Because we will deal with innite products, we will deal with terminating
relations (otherwise the innite products to be constructed will converge to zero).
Denote the resp. projections (x
n
)
n0
7! hx
0
; : : : x
n
i by proj
n+1
, and (x
n
)
n0
7! x
n
by 
1
n
,
resp.:
Denition 2 A transition probability L : X  X
1
is called memoryless i for each n 2
N; x 2 X the projection
proj
n+1
(L(x))
can be decomposed through disintegration as
proj
n
(L(x))
 J
n
with J
n
: X  X, where J
n
is independent of x.
Fix x, and interpret  := L(x) in Denition 2 as the joint distribution of a stochastic process
(
i
)
i0
with 
i
: 
 ! X over the probability space (
;A;P). Since X is Polish, there
exists for each n 2 N a regular conditional distribution of 
n
conditional to h
0
; : : : ; 
n 1
i
(cp. [Par67, Theorem V.8.1]), hence a Markov kernel J
n
: X
n
 X such that for the Borel
sets B
1
 X
n
; B
2
 X

n
(B
1
B
2
) = P(h
0
; : : : ; 
n 1
i 2 B
1
; 
n
2 B
2
)
=
Z
B
1
J
n
(x
0
; : : : x
n 1
)(B
2
) 
n 1
(dhx
0
; : : : ; x
n 1
i):
Consequently, a memoryless distribution corresponds to a Markov process, since in this
case J
n
(x
0
; : : : ; x
n 1
) only depends on the last state x
n 1
and not on the whole history
x
0
; : : : ; x
n 1
: Taking things a little further, consider a sequence L
n
: X  X of Markov
relations. Dene for x 2 X the probabilistic relation L
1
: X  X
1
upon setting
L
1
(x) :=
O
n2N
L
n
(x);
then L
1
is evidently memoryless. This corresponds to the case of an independent stochastic
process.
Memoryless transition probabilities will play a leading role in characterizing those relations
that arise through renements.
Proposition 2 The following conditions are equivalent for a sequence (V
n
)
n0
of Markov
relations V
n
: X  X:
1. There exists a sequence of probabilistic relations (K
n
)
n0
such that (V
n
)
n0
is the se-
quence of renements for (K
n
)
n0
,
2. There exists a memoryless transition probability L
1
: X  X
1
such that V
n
= 
1
n
(L
1
)
holds for each n 2 N.
Proof: Denote by 
n+1
k
the k
th
projection X
n+1
3 h x
0
; : : : x
n
i 7! x
k
2 X, and let for the
Borel set B  X
n+1
, hx
0
; : : : ; x
n
i 2 X
n
the cut of B at hx
0
; : : : ; x
n
i be the set
B
hx
0
;:::;x
n
i
:= fx 2 Xjhx
0
; : : : ; x
n
; x i 2Bg:
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\1. ) 2.\: Assume that (V
n
)
n0
comes from rening (K
n
)
n0
. Dene inductively for n 2 N
and the Borel set B  X
n+1
with x 2 X xed
L
0
(x) := K
0
(x);
L
n+1
(x)(B) :=
Z
X
n+1
K
n+1
(y
n
)(B
hy
0
;:::;y
n
i
) L
n
(x)(dhy
0
; : : : ; y
n
i);
then L
n
: X  X
n+1
is readily established, and

n+1
n+1
(L
n
(x)) = V
n
(x)
is proved by induction now. The case n = 0 is trivial, and the inductive step proceeds as
follows:
V
n+1
(x)(A) =
Z
X
K
n+1
(y)(A) 
n+1
n+1
(L
n
(x))(dy)
=
Z
X
n+1
K
n+1
(
n+1
n+1
(z))(X
n+1
A)
z
) L
n
(x)(dz)
= L
n+1
(x)(X
n+1
A)
= 
n+1
n+1
(L
n+1
(x))(A):
For the Borel set A  X
n+1
it is immediate that L
n
(x)(A) equals L
n+1
(x)(A  X). This
property enables the unique extension of all these probabilities to X
1
. Let A
0
be the collec-
tion of all sets of the form
Q
i0
B
i
such that B
i
 X is a Borel set, and B
i
= X for almost all
indices i. Then A
0
generates the Borel sets of X
1
, and it is closed under nite intersections.
Dening for x 2 X
^
x
(
Y
i0
B
i
) := L
n
(x)(B
1
    B
n
);
where n is a arbitrary integer with B
n+1
= B
n+2
=    = X, then ^
x
is well-dened on A
0
,
and extends for each x uniquely to a probability measure L
1
(x) 2 P (X
1
). The function
x 7! L
1
(x)(B) is measurable for each Borel set B  X
1
. This is so since
fB  X
1
jx 7! L
1
(x)(B) is measurableg
is a -algebra which contains A
0
. Consequently,
V
n
(x) = 
n+1
n+1
(L
n
(x))
= 
n+1
n+1
(proj
n+1
(L
1
(x)))
= 
1
n
(L
1
):
The construction of (L
n
)
n0
implies that L
1
is memoryless.
\2. ) 1.\: Let L
1
be memoryless with V
n
= 
1
n
(L
1
): We have to nd K
n
: X  X such
that (V
n
)
n0
is the renement associated with (K
n
)
n0
. Put
L
n
(x) := proj
n+1
(L
1
(x));
and represent L
n+1
through disintegration as
L
n+1
(x) = L
n
(x)
K
n+1
;
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such that K
n
: X  X, since L
1
is memoryless. Hence if B  X
n+2
is a Borel set,
L
n+1
(x)(B) =
Z
X
n+1
K
n+1
(
n+1
n+1
(z))(B
z
) L
n
(x)(dz):
Thus we get for the Borel set A  X
V
n+1
(x)(A) = L
n+1
(x)(X
n+1
A)
=
Z
X
K
n+1
(y)(A) 
n+1
n+1
(L
n
(x))(dy)
= ( V
n
K
n+1
)(x)(A):
This was to be shown. 
This proposition has a somewhat unexpected consequence:
Corollary 3 Each sequence (V
n
)
n0
of probabilistic relations V
n
: X  X is the sequence of
renements for some K
n
: X  X. 
This result indicates that rening programs does not in itself provide sensible solutions: an
arbitrary deterministic program can be derived through a sequence of whimsical, albeit goal
directed renement steps; Cor. 3 is the probabilistic counterpart for this observation.
4 Trees
A renement process spawns a tree by opening the possibility of dierent avenues to exploit.
Suppose that in a non-deterministic renement step n the rening replacement is governed
by a relation R
n
 X  X, so that the renement for x consists in replacing it by all the
elements in R
n
(x). Put R := fR
n
jn 2 Ng; and
jRj := fv 2 X

jv
0
2 dom(R
0
); v
j
2 R
j 1
(v
j 1
) for 1  j  j vjg [ fg;
then jRj is a tree with body
[jRj] = f 2 X
1
j
0
2 X & 8j  1 : 
j
2 R
j 1
(
j 1
)g:
In fact, each tree T can be represented in this way: Dene S
0
:= X \ T; and let for k  0
hx
k
; x
k+1
i 2 S
k+1
, 9 w2 T; jwj = k : wx
k
x
k+1
2 T:
Then an inductive argument shows that
hx
k
; x
k+1
i 2 S
k+1
, 9 x
0
2 S
0
9x
1
2 S
1
(x
0
) : : : 9x
k 1
2 S
k 1
(x
k 2
) :
x
k
2 S
k
(x
k 1
) ^ x
0
x
1
: : : x
k
x
k+1
2 T;
and from this
T = jfS
n
jn  0gj
is deduced easily.
The notion of a measurable tree helps characterizing the situation:
Denition 3 The tree T  X

is called a measurable tree i the following conditions are
satised:
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1. [T ] 6= ;,
2. T is a Borel set in X

,
3. v 7! T

(v) := fx 2 Xjvx 2 Tg constitutes a measurable closed valued map on T .
The last condition implies that T

(v) is a closed subset of X

for all v 2 T . The condition
[T ] 6= ; makes sure that 8v 2 T : T

(v) 6= ;, so that the tree continues to grow, hence T has
the proper range for a measurable relation. This property makes the formulations below a
little easier and could be done without, since it is not essential, but since we work in a context
in which it will hold anyway, we decided to incorporate it into the denition.
If all relations R
n
are measurable relations, then jRj is a measurable tree:
Lemma 4 Construct jRj from fR
n
jn 2 Ng as above, then this tree has the following proper-
ties:
1. jRj  X

is a Borel set, provided each R
n
 X X is,
2. jRj = fhv; xijv 2 jRj; x 2 X so that vx 2 jRjg is a measurable relation, provided each
R
n
is.
Proof: 1. Dene inductively
B
0
:= X;
B
1
:= R
1
;
B
k+1
:= B
k
X \X
k
R
k+1
:
Then each B
k
is a Borel subset of X
k+1
under assumption 1. Since jRj =
S
k0
B
k
, the
assertion follows.
2. It is easy to see that
(8jRj)(F ) =
[
n1
 
B
n 1
\X
n 1
 (8R
n 1
)(F )

;
(9jRj)(G) =
[
n1
 
B
n 1
\X
n 1
 (9R
n 1
)(G)

;
holds. This implies the second part of the assertion. 
Dene for  2 S (X) the support supp() of  as the smallest closed subset F  X such that
(F ) = (X) > 0. Because nite measures on Polish spaces are  -additive, (supp()) =
(X), and x 2 supp() i (U) > 0 for each neighborhood U of x. The support for the null
measure is dened as the empty set. Probabilistic relations yield measurable relations in a
rather natural way [Dob81]: K : X  X with K 6= 0 induces a relation
supp K := fhx; yijx 2 X; y 2 supp(K(x))g
so that supp(K(x)) takes closed values, and it is measurable, because for an open set G of
X the weak inverse (9supp K)(G) is measurable. Measurability is also established for the
strong inverse (8supp K)(F ) whenever F  X is closed, and, somewhat surprisingly, for
(8supp K)(A) whenever A  X is an arbitrary Borel set [Dob01b, Cor. 4]. The converse,
viz., that a measurable relation may be generated through the support of a probabilistic
relation, holds also under compactness conditions, which will be used for establishing the
representation below.
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Proposition 5 Let (V
n
)
n0
be the sequence of renements for (K
n
)
n0
, then
jfsupp V
n
jn 2 Ngj
constitutes a measurable tree.
Proof: For each n 2 N we have the measurable relation supp V
n
, thus the assertion follows
from Lemma 4. 
We can show now that under a compactness condition a measurable tree may be generated
from some probabilistic renement. Recall that the set K(X) of all compact non-void subsets
of X is a Polish space when endowed with the Vietoris topology, and that measurability of a
compact-valued relation R  XX is equivalent to measurability of the map R : X ! K(X).
Proposition 6 Let T be a tree on X, and assume that T \X
k
is compact for each k  0.
Then there exists a sequence (K
n
)
n0
of Markov relations K
n
: X  X such that
T = jfsupp V
n
jn 2 Ngj
for the corresponding sequence (V
n
)
n0
of renements.
Proof: 1. Dene the sequence (S
k
)
k0
of relations for T as above, then there exists for each
k  1 a measurable subset D
k
 X such that
S
k
: D
k
! K(X)
is a measurable map. This will be shown now. Fix k  0, and let (x
n
)
n0
 S
k+1
(x
0
) be a
sequence, thus we can nd v
n
2 T\X
k
with v
n
x
0
x
n
2 T\X
k+2
. Since the latter set is compact,
we can nd a convergent subsequence (v
n
`
x
0
x
n
`
)
`0
and vx
0
x 2 T with v
n
`
x
0
x
n
`
! vx
0
x; as
`!1 . Consequently,S
k+1
(x
0
) is closed, and sequentially compact, hence compact, since X
is Polish. Thus S
k+1
(x) 2 K(X); provided the former set is not empty. The domain D
k
of S
k
is
D
k
= 
X
[fhv; xi 2 T XjT (vx) 6= ;g]
= 
X
[fhv; xi 2 T XjT (vx) \X 6= ;g] :
If we can show that (8S
k+1
)(F ) is Borel in X whenever F  X is closed, then measurability
of D
k
will follow (among others).
2. In fact, if F  X is closed, then the compactness assumption for T implies that
fhv; xi 2 T XjT (vx)\ F 6= ;g
is closed, consequently,
H
(F )
:= fhv; xi 2 T XjT (vx)  Fg
is a G

set, since F is one. Hence H
(F )
is Borel. Because the section H
(F )
x
is compact for
each x 2 X, the Novikov Theorem [Sri98, Th. 5.7.1] implies now that

X
h
H
(F )
i
= ( 8S
k+1
)(F )
is measurable.
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3. The map S
k+1
: D
k
! K(X) is measurable for each k  0, hence there exists an extension
S

k+1
: X ! K(X) such that S

k+1
is Borel [Sri98, Prop. 3.2.3]. Because S

k+1
takes compact
and nonempty values in a Polish space we can nd by [Dob81, Cor. IV.11] a Markov relation
V
k+1
: X  X such that S

k+1
= supp V
k+1
: Hence
T = jfsupp V
n
jn 2 Ngj;
and from Corollary 3 it is apparent that (V
k
)
k0
is the sequence of renements for suitably
chosen probabilistic relations K
n
: X  X. 
Concluding the discussion, an automata theoretic representation of a measurable tree T is
presented. Suppose that T

takes always compact values, or that X is -compact. Assume
further that (9T

)(G) is open in T whenever G  X is open, where T inherits its topology
from X

. Then it can be shown that there exists a measurable automaton map  : N

! X

(thus j()j = jj, and () is a prex of (n) for each n 2 N) such that
flast(())j 2 N
k+1
g \ T (x
0
: : : x
k 1
)
is dense in T (x
0
: : : x
k 1
). The proof constructs a learning system [Men73] from T and utilizes
a representation given for these systems in terms of deterministic automata [Dob81, Prop.
IV.15]; the technical details are omitted. Consequently the measurable tree can be represented
quite concisely as a single deterministic automaton with input N and output X.
5 Conclusion and Further Work
The renement operation was dened for probabilistic relations, and two representation the-
orems were given. For the Markovian case., i.e., the case that terminating computations are
modelled, the renement operation was related to memoryless relations on an innite product
through projection and disintegration, and the connection between trees and renements that
| so apparent in the deterministic case | could be established for the probabilistic case,
too. These representations hinge on topological assumptions about the underlying universe
in which specications are done; without these assumptions the necessary tools from measure
theory are not available. For trees, we need even a compactness assumption.
The renement in the present paper is performed using the ordinary product of probabilistic
relations. If termination is also to be considered, the demonic product of these relations will
have to be used, and studied systematically. This product has been proposed and investigated
in [Dob01b] as a probabilistic counterpart to the demonic product for nondeterministic rela-
tions, see e.g. [DMN, BKS97]. The study of the interplay between this demonic renement
and the corresponding renement for the nondeterministic fringe relations will provide some
insight into the structural similarities of these relations, which show already some striking
similarities when viewed through the monadic looking glass [Gir81, Pan98].
The renement studied here is of the hierarchical type. Ghezzi at al. [GJM91, 4.2.6] discuss the
well know fact that hierarchical decompositions are not always adequate when larger systems
are constructed. Consequently we want to see how probabilistic relations may be used for
more general decompositions of systems, contributing to a general theory of compositionality,
and in this way to interaction.
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